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Abstract 
The relations and conclusions we arnved at in our 
experiment, which is described in the 
aforementioned paper, can by no means be regarded 
as exhaustive. 

Therefore, we submit here an addendum including 
some supplementary notes. -
The problems discussed are as follows: 
1 . The negative impact of continues friction 
oscillations on the position of certain components of 
the mechanism, resulting in their displacement. To 
illustrate the effect, the triple system: string - the 
driving (active) bow - the driven (free) bow is 
presented. In this system component displacement 
resulting in varius fasteners getting loose are caused 
by the fact that the inertial force of the displaced 
body exceeds the frictional force between coupled 
bodies at rest. 

2. The speed of the transporter band is examined in 
case some constant external force is applied to it in 
the system: "weight fixed on the spring on a moving 
band". 
We can see that the transporter band preserves its 
constant speed only within long time intervals, 
whereas during one oscillation period it moves now 
faster, now slower. 
,!:.... device designed by the author which in based on 
the Froude pendulum principle is presented. The 
device clearly demonstrates the onset of fixed 
contact wt1en friction oscillations are being 
generated. 
3. Practical recommendations are given to 
musicians playing bowed instruments. 
These recommendations are based on the feedback 
effect occurring in the process of sound reproduction, 
this effect being typical of oscillatory systems in 
general and of the bow-string interaction system , in 
particular. 

lnertion Force as the 
. Cause of Jointing Weakening. 
Th,e driven (free) bow moving across the string, 

whose oscillations are brought about by the driving 
(active) bow, can be regarded as a particular case of 
the phenomenon one can often meet with both 
intechnique and in everyday life. What we mean 
here is the following: a certain mass is,rnoving with 
friction upon a springy body that starts oscillating 

due to constant external force. Such movement 
usually results in various fasteners getting loose and 
bolts.nuts, machine elements, legs, of stools and the 
like unscrewing, all this caused by the inertion force. 
Let us now examine the movement of the driven 

bow across the string whose oscillations are brought 
about by the driving bow (Fig.1). 

fig 1 

Fig.1 The movement of a free bow along a string 
whose vibrations are caused by another bow. 

The driven bow comes into contact with the string 
due to the friction force at re~i .. When the string is 
displaced by the driving bow, the center of its 
oscillations and the driven bow itself are being 
displaced in the direction of the driving bow. Next, 
we are going to consider the process proceeding 
within one oscillation period. Having passed the 
center of oscillations, the string continues moving 
with negative acceleration up to the extreme (say, 
right) point of oscillations. The inertion force of the 
driven bow is directed towards the movement of the 
driving bow and the string. As we Know, the inertion 
force of a body is the product of its mass and the 
acceleration (taken with the opposite Sign) of the 
reference system. For the driven bow the string is the 
reference system. 

[ Finertion =m( -aret.syst.) ] 
At the moment the inertion force of the driven bow 
exceeds the friction force at rest between the bow 
and the string, the bow detaches from the string and 
begins moving forward (to the right), its movement 
becoming slower because of the sliding friction with 
the string.Having passed the extreme right point of 
oscillations, the string begins moving backward, then 
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it reaches the extreme left point and again moves 
forward. The speeds of the string and the bow 
becoming equal, a fixed contact onsets, i.e., both 
bodies are now coupled. Then the process repeats. 
Below we are going to discuss several "triple" 
systems of this type. 

1 . Let us put a plastic (springy) box, with its bottom 
up, on a sheet of abrasive paper. Then we put a 
massive bar on the box and move the box over the 
sheet. The bar put on the box begins moving in the 
opposite direction, i.e., in the direction of..the relative 
movement of the abrasive ~~!~t (Fig_._3?/ ·--- · - '[]J . 
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Fig.2,3,4. The movements of free bodies along 
vibrating ones, caused by inertion. 

Here the box plays the role of the string, the abrasive 
sheet the role of the driving bow and the massive bar 
the role of the driven bow. 

2. Next, let us cover the string with a 2 to 3 cm
diameter roller having a 3 to 4 mm hole. When we 
move the bow across the string producing, a sound 
the roller begins revolving in the direction of the bow 
movement (Fig.3). 

This process results in nuts placed over bolts 
unscrewing, and therefore safety nuts are used. 

3. Now let us put a hammer on the table so that its 
handle and one side of the block head touch the 
table. Then we put a rough body on the handle and 
begin moving a file over the upper end of the block 
head. The rough body lying on the handle begins 
moving upward (Fig. 4) . 
The number of such examples could be easily 
increased. 

Of course,the joints between the ~lements of 
various machines and mechanisms are complex 
enough. But their "behavior is basically the same. 
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There are most..probably two ways df preventing 
such displacements. Either the inertion"'-f.Qrce, i.e. , 
actually, vibration should be reduced or theiTiction 
force should be increased, providing a more reliable 
fixing of elements , which is virtually realized in 
practice. 

Transporter Band True Velocity. 
"Watch" on Friction Basis. 

As it has been shown in the basic paper, the even 
movement of the transporter band is possible only on 
the condition that the external force applied to the 
band is equal to 

Fsl + Fsuppl 
We will show that this conclusion is true for long time 
intervals only: within one oscillation period the band 
to which this external force is applied moves now 
faster, now slower, preserving on the average 
constant speed. This phenomenon can be explained 
as follows. 

When there is no fixed contact between the band 
and the body, the friction force between them is the 
sliding friction force (Fsl) which is smaller than the 
external force (Fsl + Fsuppl ) and the band is 
moving with acceleration. When the bodies are 
coupled, the friction force becomes equal to the 
friction force at rest (Frest) which exeeds the 
external force (Fsl. + Fsuppl.) , and then the band is 
moving with negative acceleration (Fig. 5) 
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Fig.5 Image of the transportes band true velocity 
on the phase flat surface during one period of 

vibration. 
E, D - road of joint movement. 

The movement of the band, with its speed ever 
changing is plotted as a wavy line E, DE', D' ... 
The results we obtained are based on averaged 
speed. 

Next, we are going to present a ·simple device 
designed by the author. From Fig.6. we gan clearly 
see the uneven movement of the body (to which 



constant external force is applied) within one 
osciilation period. The device is designed on the 
principle of the so-called Froude pendulum. lt is a 
pendulum of the ordinary type, in which the rotating 
axis which starts moving ..._'hen external force is 
applied is used as a suspension. Because of the 
sliding friction force between the axis and the rod 
ring of tiJe pendulum the center of the pendular 
oscillations is displaced off the vertical by a few 
grades. Pendular oscillations on such an axis are 
generated in a way as if there were no friction near, 
the new centre of oscillations. This happens because 
each oscillation brings about addiiional energy due to 
the positive effect of friction. When the belt loop and 
the axis are rotating in one and the same direction, 
the friction force between them is greater thah in 
case they move in opposite directions. In this case 
the relative speed decreases and in some points 
friction at rest probably occurs. 

The structure of the device which can be referred 
to as the "friction clock" is the following(Fig.6): Two 
drums are fixed on the axis, one drum presenting a 
thread bobbin and the other presenting the pendulum 
suspension: The ring rod of the pendulum (the 
cha lked belt loop) freely covers the drum. 
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Fig.S Friction "watch" 

A bucket filled with sand (the weight) is utilized as 
external force bringing the- axis into rotation . The 
mass of the bucket is chosen in such a way that a 
fixed contact should be provided between the loop of. 
the pendulum and the axis when the loop of the 
pendulum is moving in the direction of the rotation of 
the axis. At the moment the inertial force of the axis 
(with the weight) exeeds the friction farce at rest, the 
pendulum detaches fiOm the axis and starts moving 
in the direct:on of the extreme /right! point of 
oscillation and then moves back up to the extreme 
left point. After the axis has detached the weight 
goes down with acceleration, and the supplementary 
kinetic energy makes it possible for the pendulum to 
return to the detachment point, the axis and the 
pendulum having been coupled anew. 

Then the process repeats. 
Pendular oscillations will continue as long as the 
weight is "being wounded". By means of a drive 
pulley the weight can be carried as far as the ceiling, 
and then it will be "wounded" during an hour. 
Suppose we provide the drive pulley with a pointer 

we will get an ordinary round dial. Of course, the 
precision of the device (regularity of the weight going 
down) is not at all high, but it clearly dem._onstrates 
the mechanism of the process relatmg. ___ !Q _ _.Jhe 
generation of supplementary energy. 

Sounding String Active Role, 
Recommendaiions for Performers. 

In what way do the results of this study benefit bow 
instrument performers? 

Besides the conclusion that there is a direct 
correspondence between the speed of the bow, the 
intensity of sound, and the pressure of the hand on 
the bow, · expressed in the above- mentioned 
mathematical correlations, the experiments 
conducted also demonstrate that the influence of the 
strings vibrations on the speed of the bow is both 
concrete imd considerable. The surmise concerning 
the correspondence of the speed of the bow and the 
vibratory speed of the string was presumed long ago. 
(Specifically the idea of conducting the above 
experiments was suggested to the author by 
A.V.Brown"s "Essays on the methodics of playing the 
cello" translated into Russian and published in 
Moscow in 1960). 

Experiments show that just as the movement of 
the bow influences the vibrations of the string, so do 
these vibrations influence the speed of the bow. 

This "feedback" is characteristic of such self
sustained vibrations as the vibrations of the violin 
string.(Just as the weight of a clock supports the 
vibrations of the pendulum, so do the vibrations of 
the pendulum regulate the speed with which the 
weight descends). 

The explanation of this necessity for a constant 
"looseness of hand" apart from-other reasons lies in 
the fact that only a sensitive hand is obedient to the 
"demands" of the string. These demands constantly 
change in keeping with the music rendered, i.e. the 
music's pitch (vibration frequency), loudness 
(vibration ampiitude) and the place where the bovv ls 
drawn. 

lt should be noted that the bow itself represents a 
vibratory system. Longitudinal vibrations of the bow's 
hair polished with rosin bring about a manifoid 
increase of the reliability of cohesion and thus impart 
sof1ness and smoothness to the sound ' 
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